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About the Author...Other versions:. "Nu mai erau refuzuri: tradus Coranul din limba romana de George
Grigore („Daca nu e o pierdere de timp să citim Coranul din limba romana"). Promiseful Iman 2 - Hello
Iman, I found an iman who provides a pakistani translation of the Koran from the original quran with
proper translation of its narrators in the sound of a desert wind and prayers in palestine dialect called
azan and no english voice like indian translation, and his imam is the best imam in youtube with a new
video every week.This invention relates to a method and apparatus for selectively depositing a light-
reflective metallic coating on a plastic web. The invention is particularly useful in application to the
fabrication of building paneling utilizing synthetic resin substrates, such as, polyvinyl chloride and
polyurethane. It is conventional in the manufacture of plastic building paneling, and other products by
extrusion processes, to apply a light-reflective metallic coating to one or both sides of the plastic
substrate to provide the product with decorative properties. The metallic coating typically is applied by a
method known as direct electro-deposition. According to this method, an ionized plating solution is
metered onto a plastic web or substrate which is traveling at a high speed through a bath of the solution,
in the form of droplets. The traveling plastic substrate is connected to an electrical source which provides
the ions required to plate metal. The substrate is withdrawn from the bath before the plating operation is
completed, with the coating of metal thereon, for example, upon the plastic substrate being applied to
one or both sides depending upon whether the product is to be a light reflective or non-reflective
product. The plating solution is periodically renewed in a bath which is replenished with ions of a metal
such as copper, nickel, iron or zinc. The immersion period for the coated substrate in the bath in well
known in the art, with the substrate being continuously withdrawn from the solution at a rate sufficient to
maintain the substrate immersed in solution throughout the coating operation. The prior art process of
applying a light reflective metallic coating to plastic substrates utilizing direct electro-deposition suffers
from the limitation that the thickness of the coating can vary appreciably from location to location upon
the substrate. A large percentage of 1cb139a0ed
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